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ABSTRACT

This article reviews the literature on the Mendeley, Science Direct and Scopus databases on solutions to the optimal composition problem of offshore support charter contracts published between 2008 and 2018. This problem is relevant to the ongoing fleet renewal process, in terms of associated costs and fleet flexibility, in the context of oil and gas exploration and production. The problem is subject to uncertainties related to the demand to be met and to charter prices. The literature presents solutions that can be applied to parts of the problem, however a satisfactory integral solution was not found. The analysis of the literature and the characteristics of the problem indicate the construction of a solution multi-approach method as a viable way to treat the complexity of the problem.

1. INTRODUCTION

The exploration and production of oil and gas (E&P) forms the basis of the oil industry. Resources of the order of US$ 1.7 trillion are invested annually in technological development, extension of geological knowledge and formation of the chain of goods and support services [1-2]. The industry is characterized by high volumes produced and moved, as well as revenues and costs of the order of tens of billions of dollars per year. Most of the oil and gas reserves are found in maritime fields in countries such as Brazil and Norway, generating comparatively greater costs of exploration and production in relation to countries with reserves onshore, such as Venezuela and Saudi Arabia.

Several maritime units (MUs) are required for exploration and production in a maritime field, in addition to offshore support vessels, responsible for supplying these units. The two main types of offshore units are: drilling rigs – units designed to drill and complete oil and natural gas exploration or production wells; and Stationary Production Units (SPUs) – units positioned in fields already discovered for the extraction of oil and natural gas. The rental of a probe is estimated at between $ 200,000 and $ 500,000 per day [3], depending on the contextual conditions of the oil and gas market. The main offshore support vessel is Platform Supply Vessel (PSV), whose daily rent is between $ 15,000 and $ 43,000 [4], depending on its capacity. As an illustration, on the Brazilian coast, in July 2017, there were 20 exploratory wells completed (i.e., the activities to determine the existence of oil and gas and their viability of production were finalized) and 15 exploratory wells in activity. During the same month, 143 SPUs were in operation, 62 of them in the Campos basin [5]. The logistical process to make maritime E&P activities feasible therefore presents considerable complexity and costs, particularly considering the climatic effects and the general context of installed capacity below the demand of certain types of vessels, requiring a greater refinement of planning.

In this context, maritime transport deserves special attention on the part of decision makers, not only because it represents up to 80% of the total cost of the chain [6], but also due to the complexity of the activities and decisions involved. The first decision concerns the formation of the fleet of offshore support vessels to supply the E&P maritime units. It is necessary to decide on: the types of vessels and the necessary quantities of each; whether the vessels will be owned or chartered; and, if charted, what types of contracts and for what time horizons will be realized. The goal is to minimize costs and risks, leading oil and gas companies to have the smallest fleet possible to adequately meet the supply needs of their MUs.

The demand for vessels depends on the number of active MUs and their consumption profile of supplies. However, the number of MUs depends on the existing production (and exploration) fields or the ones to be developed or acquired in the future. In addition, the classes and quantities of vessels required may vary over time, depending on the actors and technologies available on the market. Thus, in order to guarantee the maintenance of service levels to the MUs at the lowest possible cost, the fleet must be flexible, and this flexibility can be obtained by the proper composition of maritime charter contracts.

The problem of optimal composition of charter contracts for vessels supporting MUs, in terms of contract, is to identify the value of the mix of contracts in order to minimize the costs and risks involved and guarantee the supply of MUs with acceptable levels of service.

Many factors need to be taken into account when defining the best set of charter contracts (modalities, quantities and...
Among these factors, the following stand out: (i) Offshore support logistics; (ii) Demand to be served; (iii) Chartering prices; and (iv) Legislation and regulation of maritime transport [6-11]. Figure 1 shows the relationship between these four factors in the definition of the problem.

Offshore support operations consist of cargo transportation and storage activities carried out by vessels supporting E&P services at MUs. From the logistic point of view, the offshore support operations cover the handling of loads of weights, formats and varied types, as well as the planning of vessels with different specialties, service rules and operational restrictions [7-12]. According to Figure 1, the logistics of supporting the MUs, or offshore support logistics, is composed of four basic elements: maritime units; inputs (and services) consumed by MUs; support vessels; and maritime terminals [8].

In order to carry out vessel planning, it is necessary to know the demand behavior, which can be broken down into: demand for MUs (primary); demand for supplies of each MU (secondary) and demand for vessels (tertiary). The three levels of demand correspond to the first three elements of the logistics support shown in Figure 1.

Primary demand – the types and quantities of MUs – depends on the company's oil and gas exploration and production plans. As for the MU classes, the three basic ones are: drilling rigs, stationary production units and special vessels [8].

Secondary demand corresponds to the consumption profile of each class of MUs. The main inputs demanded are: food for the crew, common general cargo (stored in containers), drilling and production pipes, chemical products, potable water, diesel oil, drilling fluid and cement [7].

Tertiary demand is the demand for vessels as such. Depending on the class of inputs to be transported, a certain type of vessel is required. The most used vessel is of the PSV type with different sizes of capacity and can carry different types of input. But in addition to the PSV, there are other types of vessels: the Utility Boat (UT), which is a small supplier, which, because it is faster than PSV, is used to deliver fast loads; Anchor Handling and Tug Supply (AHTS), which is mainly used for towing and positioning platforms, but can also be used in transporting supplies; the Crewboat (CB), which transports crew members to/from the MUs; and the Oil Spill Response Vessel (OSRV), which is used to combat oil spills. Other types of vessels can still be used in specific situations [7, 13].

Finally, in addition to the characteristics and specificities of offshore support operations and the demand to be met, the formation of the fleet of chartered vessels is also strongly impacted by short, medium and long-term charter prices and maritime transport legislation and regulations in the country where the activities are carried out. Long-term contracts tend to be cheaper than short-term ones, but a large number of long-term contracts makes the fleet inflexible to fluctuations in E&P demand, reducing the competitiveness of the oil company. In addition, there are rules and restrictions that must be observed. In Brazil, according to Normative Resolution No. 01/2015 of the National Agency of Waterway Transportation [9], the water transport of cargo in cabotage navigation must be carried out by a Brazilian shipping company using a Brazilian flag vessel. Exceptions are provided in that standard. This requirement has a significant impact on chartering decisions.

Uncertainties related to demand and chartering prices need to be considered in the problem. The company must have at its disposal a fleet of vessels sufficient to meet the demands of the maritime units. Due to changing scenarios – changes in demand and charter prices, regulation and the company's own objectives – the fleet needs to be flexible, with the risk of incurring incompatible costs. However, other players also act in the market, seeking to contract suppliers according to their strategies. Therefore, under certain conditions, supply may become scarce, resulting in significant increases in vessel contract values. Therefore, defining and managing the mix of charter contracts is a fundamental task for the competitiveness of an oil company. Developing a robust approach to support this decision-making is a problem that still requires study and proposition of methodologically supported solutions in the scientific method, presenting academic and applied relevance [14-15].

This article reviews the literature on the search for solutions to the problem of determining the most appropriate composition of charter contracts for the ongoing process of
2. METHOD OF RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT

The bibliographical research began with the broader theme of the problem: maritime chartering. The objective was to verify in the literature the types of problem of major interest related to this theme. Then, after understanding what the literature presents on the subject, we tried to identify among the works those that most resemble the problem under analysis. In this first scan, an attempt was made to have an overview on the possibilities of ways to search for the best solution.

The keywords searched for in the review were chartering, affreightment, and freight in titles, abstracts, and keywords over the last 10 years at the Mendeley, Science Direct, and Scopus databases.

The search results are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 presents the search using the term chartering as a reference. There were 354 publications, of which 111 publications appeared in at least two of the databases, resulting in 243 different publications. Subsequently, the publications related to the maritime sub-theme (maritime, sea, shipping) were identified, resulting in 79 publications of the 243.

As for freight, the searches resulted in an excessive amount of publications: only in the Scopus base were found more than 10 thousand publications. Therefore, it was decided to reduce the scope of the search for maritime freight. We found 293 publications, with 60 repeated in at least two of the bases, resulting in 233 different publications. Table 2 presents the results from the term maritime freight.

In the two sets of publications considered (chartering and maritime freight), filters were applied related to possible solutions approaches to the problem: modeling (model, modeling, modelling); optimization (optimization, optimizing, optimisation, optimise, optimal); simulation; agent-based systems (agent based and multi agent); multicriteria analysis (multiple criteria, multi criteria, multicriteria); and contract of supply with options (supply contract with options, flexible supply options, supply chain and option contract). The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

It was also examined the existence of publications that contained some form of literature review in the two sets of publications, which resulted in 7 publications in each set.

The last phase of the research consisted in choosing, among the publications found, summarized in the tables above, a relevant set for the presented problem. For this, this review work was divided into four categories of publications.

For the first category, we searched for papers directly related to maritime chartering, which provided an insight into what are the most important problems for the sector and how the proposed problem fits into this context. Six articles were selected which, in general, review the literature and an analysis of the sector. The formation and behavior of chartering prices stand out as an important factor in the choice of charter contract types. Therefore, this topic is addressed as a subcategory within the problems of maritime chartering and seven articles were chosen. The last three
categories relate specifically to the search for solution approaches to the problem. It has been found that optimization methods are the most used in transport and chartering problems. For that reason, the second category of articles corresponds to optimization solutions found in problems of this type, which can be directly applied to this problem. Eight optimization works were analyzed. The third category of articles encompasses other approaches to solving transport and chartering problems. Five papers were selected. Finally, the fourth category refers to solution approaches applied to other types of problems that, however, have some correlation with the proposed problem. For example, one of the considered articles addresses the problem of selecting an aircraft, which can be correlated to the problem of selecting types of chartering. Eight papers are selected whose solutions present potential application for part of the problem in question.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Maritime chartering problems

This section aims to provide an overview of the most prominent problems for the maritime chartering sector, and how the problem of offshore support fleet renewal through chartering fits into this context. Important aspects are analyzed both from the point of view of the suppliers of the maritime transport (vessels and services related) and the company that charters the vessels to use in their logistics activities. Due to the great relevance to the industry, the formation and behavior of charter prices are addressed prominently at the end of this section in a subsection entitled the maritime chartering market.

Ozer and Cetin [16] examined the choice of type of chartering by Turkish shipowners of general cargo and dry bulk, and the criteria that affect and determine this choice. The methodology used covers a review of the literature, interviews and in-depth research on the subject. The study shows that the type of charter preferred by Turkish shipowners is voyage charter party (VCP) and that shipowners consider the risk in selecting type of chartering, charterer reliability and ship operating conditions are the most important factors for the chartering decision.

Still on the shipowners' side, Álvarez-Sanjaimé et al. [17], analyze vertical integration and exclusivity in freight shipping. The authors seek to show the strategic advantages that a shipping provider can gain from building their own maritime terminal. In the same issue of the journal, these authors published another article [18], this one about competition and horizontal integration in maritime transport. The article models the competition for freight of goods between the road and maritime sectors. In the horizontal integration model presented in the article, operators offer differentiated services and, through oligopoly, use economies of scale in the sector as a competitive advantage.

Pantuso et al. [19] present a bibliographical research on the problem of mix and dimensioning of the fleet in maritime transport, i.e. maritime fleet size and mix problem (MFSMP), also focusing on shipping companies. They point out that market fluctuations and frequent incompatibilities between capacities and demands by vessels show the relevance of the problem and the need for more precise tools and methods to support decision making. After analyzing the literature related to the problem and its variants and extensions, the article seeks to summarize the state of the art on the theme, highlighting the main contributions of previous research. The paper also seeks to identify important aspects that were not captured in previous research. According to the authors, most of the research works has focused on the initial composition of the fleet and has not considered market volatility. They say future research should focus more on fleet renewal, which needs to continually adapt to changing market conditions. Market-related uncertainties need to be considered in future works.

On the side of the charterer, the bibliographic review carried out by Siddiqui and Verma [11] covers two main areas: fleet management and charter contracts and options. According to the authors, at the strategic level of fleet management, Dantzig and Fulkerson [20] were the first to consider both fixed costs of fleet acquisition and variable transport costs; Jin and Kite-Powell [21] proposed a model based on optimal control theories to deal with the scheduling of vessel replacement and utilization; Meng and Wang [15] presented a dynamic programming model with scenario generation for the problem of multi-period fleet development and deployment; Fagerholt et al. [22] considered uncertainty in planning and developed a decision support methodology that combined Monte Carlo simulation for the parameter estimation and an optimization model for industrial shipping applications. At the tactical level, the authors cite Al-Yakoob and Hassan [23], who assessed charter contracts to facilitate routing and scheduling a fleet of heterogeneous vessels, and indicate the readings by Christiansen, Fagerholt and Ronen [24] and Christiansen, Fagerholt, Nygren and Ronen [25]. Siddiqui and Verma [11] also point out that although much of the works on the subject indicates spot contracts in fleet adjustment decisions, complex contracts and their options are also being used for this purpose.

Dinwoodie et al. [26] attempt to synthesize maritime experts' perceptions of changing patterns of maritime oil freight flows to 2050 through a classic Delphi study. The debate covers the global maritime oil flows; and factors related to future, including economic growth, changes in the shipping market and haul lengths. Briefly, perceptions indicate a gradual reduction in long-range maritime freight of oil, mainly due to the increasing intolerance of fossil fuels and local sources of oil supply. This trend, if confirmed, could affect the oil supply market in the world and, consequently, the offshore support vessels chartering.

References describing the maritime freight market

According to Adland et al. [27], unlike the financial market, where the volume of transactions is large and the related assets are homogeneous, allowing the direct and almost continuous derivation of indices that measure the movements of prices, transactions in the maritime freight market are heterogeneous occurring at irregular and low frequency intervals. Each signed contract is typically different from the latter, as the technical specifications and route of each ship can be substantially different. For this reason, the construction of market indices is usually done by shipbrokers – who act as intermediaries between buyers and sellers of shipping. Despite the difficulties, it is possible to find in the literature some works on prediction and construction of maritime freight rates indices.

Nomikos et al. [28] discuss an extension of the traditional
lognormal representation of the neutral risk of the dynamics of spot freight rates to a diffusion model with jumps of magnitudes and random arrivals. They then develop a stock option structure on the average spot freight rate, which are commonly traded in the freight derivatives market. By exploring the computational efficiency of the proposed pricing scheme, they calibrate the jump diffusion model using market quotes of options on the trip-charter route average Baltic Capesize, Panamax and Supramax Indices. They show that the jump-extended setting produces important model improvements over the basic lognormal setting.

Kavussanos et al. [29] investigate economic spillovers between the freight and commodity derivatives markets. The economic relationship tested relates the derivative price of the commodity transported with the derived price on the freight rate. High frequency commodity data is synchronized with freight data, and freight rates for different vessels are combined with portfolios of commodities that these ships carry. The results of this work can help improve the understanding of the mechanisms of information transmission between the commodity and freight markets.

In the oil transportation sector, according to Siddiqui and Verma [11], a variety of short to medium term charter contracts, such as single voyage spot charter and over-the-counter contracts, and freight futures contracts are traded on several freight exchanges. The authors point out, however, that because of the lower hedge efficiency and the difficulty of the market to deal with the demand for specific route contracts, the future contracts were replaced by the mostly over-the-counter freight agreements [30-31].

Adland et al. [32] propose a freight rate formation model in individual contracts that incorporates charterer and owner heterogeneity and the corresponding owner-charterer effects for the VLCC and Capesize market. Although market conditions and routes remain the most influential covariates, these paper shows that charterers, owners and their equivalents are also significant microeconomic determinants of the freight rate level.

The Offshore Support Vessels (OSV) market is very different from the traditional long distance navigation market. This type of vessel supports crucial logistic activities for the exploration and production of oil and gas; OSV spot markets are highly dependent on local climate and nature, generating high volatility; vessels are quite heterogeneous in terms of technical specification and can carry different types of cargo at the same time (e.g. liquids, chemicals and general cargo). These peculiar characteristics make it difficult to create objective price indexes for the market and make the analysis of price formation for individual contracts an even more important task [27]. The limits imposed by the cabotage regulations of some countries restrict this activity, imposing conditions that are reflected in the supply, cost and time of closing contracts.

In his last article, Adland et al. [27] discuss the construction of price indexes for the OSV market. In this work, the authors estimate a hedonic price regression to generate an index based on heterogeneous data from the OSV freight market. According to the results obtained by the application of the method in a data set with more than 30,000 transactions, the spot freight rates increase with the engine power and transport capacity of the vessels. The market volatility is seasonal and positively correlated to both oil prices and production volumes.

3.2 Optimization solution for similar problems

The optimization methods were the most frequent methods in the papers on shipping and chartering, similar to the proposed problem. In this section, some of these works are presented.

Caramia and Dell’Olmo [33] discuss optimization methods applied to freight transport systems, with specific focus on multi-objective modeling. The purpose of the book is, according to the authors, to provide decision makers with methods and tools to implement multi-objective optimization models in logistics, combining theoretical aspects with specific applications. The book presents a chapter on maritime transport, but does not deal specifically with maritime chartering.

Meng and Wang [15] propose a planning problem of multi-period liner ship fleet for a container shipping company more realistic than the studies in previous literature. According to the authors, this type of problem has been studied for some decades, but due to the simplifications required by the solution approaches used, the modeling of the problem distances itself from reality. The proposed problem is formulated as a scenario-based dynamic programming model, consisting of a series of integer linear programming formulations for each single planning period; and the model can be efficiently solved by a shortest path algorithm on an acyclic network. The results obtained in numerical examples show that chartering ships is not always the best policy for a long-term planning horizon, although it is much cheaper than buying ships in the short term. The purchase of ships seems to be a more profitable investment in the long run.

Özpeynirci et al. [34] present a mathematical model that searches for the ideal multimodal transport plan by chartering to manufacturing companies for a given planning horizon. The model considers the options of transport by road and sea. Sea transport requires chartering at least one vessel between the candidate vessel and chartered vessels operate on several predefined routes during the planning horizon. The mathematical model is applied to a company that delivers its products to customers by road, and is considering the option of using multimodal transport. The company plans to charter ships annually and operate them between national ports. The authors made a sensitivity analysis on several cases and observed that the proposed plan does not change for moderate variations in the data.

Bakkehaug et al. [35] propose a new formulation of multi-stage stochastic programming for the strategic fleet renewal for shipping companies. The new formulation explicitly addresses uncertainty in parameters such as future demand, freight rates and vessel prices. Computational tests are performed, comparing different discretizations of stochastic variables and different sizes of planning horizon. It is shown that significantly better results are obtained when considering the uncertainties of future parameters, compared to the use of expected values.

In order to analyze and improve the freight transportation plan considering multimodal transportation, Tokcaer and Özpeynirci [36] develop a biobjective mathematical model, whose objectives are to minimize the total cost and the number of operations of handling (an indicator of operational difficulty). The model decides on the ideal multimodal transport plan, including ship chartering and decisions on the mode of transport. To obtain an overview of the trade-offs in the change of the transportation mix, the Pareto Frontier was
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generated. The model was tested in an instance of a real problem of a Turkish petrochemical company producing ethylene.

Pantuso et al. [37] dealt with the problem of fleet renewal and, in particular, the treatment of uncertainty in the maritime case. Their main contribution is to evaluate if the use of stochastic optimization brings, in fact, better results than deterministic models. The assessment was conducted on the case of Wallenius Wilhelmsen Logistics, one of the largest shipping companies in the world.

Wang et al. [38] also present a chartering problem involving the composition and deployment of the marine fleet, taking into account market uncertainties. The authors propose a two-stage stochastic programming model and present a computational study based on the case of Odfjell, a leading chemical transport company in Bergen, Norway. The authors seek to show how the charter plans produced can change according to the different modeling choices; and also why and how different charter plans affect the company performance.

Siddiqui and Verma [11] deal with the tactical planning of a tanker fleet. This article presents a similar problem with the proposed problem. Oil producers generally meet intercontinental demand through a fleet of ocean oil tankers that not only have very high fixed and operating costs but also present considerable financial risks due to the volatility of oil demand and local freight markets. Thus, most petroleum suppliers maintain a low capacity fleet and manage additional requirements by periodically adjusting a combination of various charter contracts and / or their purchase options. For the problem of periodic adjustment of the fleet, the article proposes a methodology based on the conditional value-at-risk for protection against extreme losses. More specifically, it develops a mixed integer nonlinear programming model, where parameters are estimated through Monte-Carlo simulation to minimize both chartering costs and associated financial risks. The proposed methodology was applied to several instances of the problem and it was noted that the full use of the combination of charter contracts and their purchase options significantly reduces the financial risk due to the volatility of the spot freight market. On the other hand, they substantially increase the company's specific risks (financial risk due to the uncertainties of the demands of oil and oil tankers).

3.3 Other approaches to solving similar problems

This section presents other solution approaches found in transport and chartering problems, which can be directly applied to the proposed problem.

Maisiuk and Gribkovskaia [39] address a problem of supply vessel planning for offshore oil and gas installations through discrete event simulation. The implementation of weekly supply schedules for offshore installations during the year is affected by climatic conditions, influencing on sailing time and service duration at installations. When the contract vessel cannot complete a voyage before the start of the next planned voyage, a vessel from spot market must be hired to execute it. The problem is to evaluate alternative fleet size configurations, taking into account uncertainties in weather conditions and future spot market rates for support vessels.

Caramia and Dell’Olmo [33] cite the use of multi-agent approaches in modeling logistics problems. According to the authors, there are several documented experiments on the implementation of multi-agent systems to solve transport logistic problems, such as Bergkvist et al. [40], Buchheit et al. [41] and Burckert et al. [42]. However, as also pointed out by Davidsson et al. [43], most of these experiments refer to small-scale experimentation, conducted without using data from real-world problems.

Di Febbraro et al. [44] propose a model framework for cooperation in intermodal freight transport chains as multiactor systems. In this context, the problem of optimizing freight transportation is decomposed into an appropriate set of subproblems, each representing the operations of an actor that connects using a negotiation scheme. A discrete event model is developed to simulate the system on a continuous horizon basis to explain the dynamics of intermodal freight transport operations. This framework allows planning of intermodal transport chains driven by short/medium term events. The methodology is evaluated using a realistic case study, and the results are compared to the First-Come-First-Served strategy, highlighting the significance of cooperation in systems operating close to capacity.

Sardis et al. [45] propose a semi-automatic e-chartering system in marine ports. Using a multi-agent system distributed to the Internet Virtual Chartering Markets (MAVCM) in each seaport and satellite information of participating vessels, they provide a mechanism for semi-automatic control and the creation of e-chartering contracts services. The proposed system is based on maritime contracts between shipowners and charterers through the MAVCM infrastructure, maritime services and satellite monitoring.

Parthibaraj et al. [46] propose to develop a sustainable decision model for allocating the ship's capacity to meet shipping demand and to generate a route plan. The work uses multiagent system modeling and an iterative combinatorial auction mechanism with Vickrey-Clarke-Groves payments to insert economically effective ships in the age of information exchange systems. To address the computational complexity of the multiagent system model with auction mechanism, the article proposes an enumerative search algorithm.

3.4 Approaches to related solutions

The articles in this section present solution approaches applied to other problem types which, however, have some correlation with the proposed problem, i.e., that can be applied to similar parts of the problem.

Chou et al. [47] formulated a combined fuzzy multiple criteria decision making and optimization programming model to solve the container transportation demand split problem. There are two stages in this combined model: in the first phase, the rate of division of the container transport demand is calculated using the MCDM (multicriteria fuzzy decision method) method; while in the second phase, an optimization mathematical programming network model is proposed to determine the origin / destination (O-D) for import / export of containers. The use of the proposed model is demonstrated in a case study of Taiwanese ports.

Gomes et al. [48] address the problem of decision support for the selection of an aircraft faced by an airline that is investing in chartering regional flights in Brazil. The problem has eight alternatives to be evaluated under 11 different criteria, the measures of which may be exact, stochastic, or fuzzy. The technique chosen to analyze and then find a solution to the problem is the multicriteria decision support method, called NAIADE (Novel Approach to Imprecise
Assessment and Decision Environments). The method used allows approaching the problems working with quantitative and qualitative criteria under uncertainty and imprecision. Another important advantage of NAIADE in relation to other multicriteria methods is its characteristics of not requiring a prior definition of weights by the decision maker.

Also on air transport, Ozdemir and Basligil [49] study the purchase of aircraft in a Turkish airline using fuzzy numbers. Multicriteria decision techniques, Fuzzy ANP and Choquet integral methods are used for the evaluation and the results of both algorithms are compared using Fuzzy AHP. The main contribution of the study, according to the authors, is to determine the interdependence between the main criteria and subcriteria, the nonlinear relationship between them and the environmental uncertainties.

Gomez_Padilla et al. [50] analyze the impact of an option contract for two companies in a supply chain: a retailer and a supplier. With an option contract, the retailer requests a number of units and has the right to modify your order if necessary. The paper presents a model for calculating the performance of an option contract in terms of contract value for the two companies involved. Two cases are analyzed: multiple suppliers and one retailer; and one supplier and one retailer. The performance improvement obtained using this type of contract is compared by simulation.

Using Stackelberg's staging model, which is established based on the assumption that freight forwarders are risk averse, Lei and Zhou [51] analyze the optimal air freight supply, the ideal quantity of option orders, and the options purchased quantity of the intermediary. The analysis shows that air cargo industry under risk aversion applying option contracts can effectively avoid the risks of cost increasing and spot price rising, as well as increase the revenue of the whole system and further reach the Pareto optimal of society.

Hellermann et al. [52] propose the use of option contracts to improve the profitability of cargo airlines, which faces high asset costs and substantial uncertainties on demand. The proposed model seeks to capture the main features of cargo trade between an airline and a freight forwarder and then obtain an optimal transport reservation policy. The model also looks at the impact of overbooking on airline vendor profitability. By applying the model to the real-life booking data of a major cargo carrier, the authors compare the contractual arrangements used by the company with those provided by the model; and analyze, through a numerical study, the impact of overbooking on the parameters of contract and on the profitability of the company.

The article by Hu et al. [53] considers a decentralized supply chain, with a retailer and a manufacturer, where the producer's production yield and the retailer's demand are both stochastic. At the beginning of the selling season, the retailer places an order and buys an option contract with the manufacturer. After the selling season, the excess demand is partially ordered and the retailer exercises his option order and then places an instant order for the backorders. The ideal ordering policy for the retailer and the corresponding production decision for the manufacturer are studied. Numerical examples are performed to show the impact of model parameters on optimal policies.

The research conducted by Nosoohi and Nookabadi [54] considers a supply chain consisting of one supplier and one manufacturer producing a type of product (e.g. innovative products) with a long lead-time of supply, a short selling season and a stochastic demand. The complete production of the finished product requires two processing operations: initial operation and final operation. The manufacturer performs the initial operation at a deterministic cost. The final operation can be performed by the manufacturer or assigned to an outside company through an auction process. At the time of the supply contract, the final cost of processing (FPC) is estimated as a stochastic variable. The uncertainty about the FPC is removed before the start of the sales period. The study conducted is an attempt to determine how the vendor should place supply orders within the wholesale price, placement, call, and bidirectional options framework. Option contracts offer the manufacturer the flexibility to adjust their initial orders by exercising options purchased after the FPC. Optimized orders were obtained with each option contract, in addition to the equations in which initial and optimal option orders are valid. According to the authors' analysis, if the realized FPC is higher (lower) than a specific level, the manufacturer should decrease (increase) their initial orders. These specific levels were obtained for all types of option contracts. Numerical analysis and managerial perceptions clarify the value of the option contracts considering different parameter settings.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this section, a summary of the results found in the literature review is presented. In order to do this, we sought to relate the references analyzed throughout the article with the most relevant aspects to the problem and to the search of the solution of the problem. The choice of these aspects is based on the definition and characterization of the problem and its envelopment presented in the first chapter. Table 3 (Appendix) contains the description of each aspect and related publications. In addition to the most relevant aspects, the publications were also related to the different approaches and solution techniques encountered. See Table 4 (Appendix). Table 5 (Appendix) is a cross-referencing of tables 3 and 4, presenting the number of publications for each aspect/approach pair. The same publication can cover more than one aspect and also present more than one solution approach. There were 36 distinct publications (the publications prior to 2008, referenced by other authors, did not appear in the tables). The following is an analysis and a discussion about what the literature offers about the problem and its envelopment.

In publications related to maritime transport, there is interest in themes such as: fleet sizing, ship routing and multimodal transport. The decision on the composition of types of charter contracts, when approached, is treated in a secondary way; except for the article published by Siddiqui and Verma [11].

Long-haul shipping is the type of shipping of most publications found on maritime chartering. Maritime offshore support, which is the subject of the proposed problem, is addressed only by Maisiuk and Gribovskaya [39], who analyze the impact of uncertainties (weather conditions and freight rates) on travel times and planning of offshore support vessels (OSV); and Adland et al. [27], which present a discussion on the construction of price indexes for the OSV market.

Most of the work on maritime chartering involves studies on chartering price behavior and prediction [27-29, 32]. Only one paper deals with the problem of optimization of the

In fact, the problem addressed by Siddiqui and Verma [11] addresses several aspects of the problem proposed in this paper: it is an optimization problem of the mix of charter contracts, which considers the uncertainties related to demand and charter prices and which seeks to minimize charter costs and associated financial risks. However, some important differences for modeling and for choosing the solution approach should be observed:

1. The article deals with a fleet of oil tankers whose market (supply-demand ratio) of vessels is quite different from the market for offshore support vessels;

2. In the article, the demand to be met by the fleet of ships corresponds basically to the demand for oil, a commodity of well-defined behavior. In the proposed problem, it corresponds to the number of maritime oil production and exploration units demanded by a certain oil exploration and production plan (strategic decision) and the inputs consumed by each maritime unit (the demands of the exploration units have high variability);

3. The problem of the article considers an own fleet of ships to meet the regular demand, Resorting to the chartering market or options only in case of necessity; in the problem that is the object of this work, the fleet is all chartered, with a certain annual renewal rate, with the aim of optimizing the mix of charter contracts in the renewal of the fleet over time; and

4. The time analysis of the article is one year. The problem demands medium- and long-term chartering plans, with time periods longer than one year.

With respect to solution approaches, Siddiqui and Verma [11] developed a mixed integer nonlinear programming model with conditional risk value to minimize chartering costs and associated financial risks, and used Monte Carlo simulation to generate the stochastic parameters related to oil prices and demand and to the spot rates of chartering. They also used option contracts to mitigate risks due to uncertainties in demand and charter prices.

Also on chartering, two studies on the use of supply contracts with options in air freight supply were analyzed [51, 52]; two studies that use multiagent systems for e-chartering [45] and for capacity allocation and route planning [46]; a qualitative analysis of the criteria for choosing types of charter [16]; a work on multicriteria decision to select chartering aircraft [48] and another on multi-period planning and ship routing [15].

In the literature on chartering price behavior and prediction, most of the analyzes found consider the global chartering market. Specific requirements encountered in local markets that may affect price behavior – such as the priority for national flag vessels required in the Brazilian cabotage market – are not addressed.

The reliability and operating conditions of the ship were important aspects pointed out by Ozer and Cetin [16] in the choice of shipping suppliers. Like these, other qualitative factors pointed out by the transport taker must be considered in the search method for the adequate set of charter contracts.

Table 3. Relevant aspects versus publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects to consider</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chartering problems</td>
<td>Problems directly related to chartering theme (maritime or not)</td>
<td>Sardis et al. (2009); Lei and Zhou (2010); Meng and Wang (2011); Ozer and Cetin (2012); Nomikos et al. (2013); Hellermann et al. (2013); Kavussanos et al. (2014); Özęnyirici et al. (2014); Bakkehaug et al. (2014); Gomes et al. (2014); Adland et al. (2016); Adland et al. (2017); Siddiqui and Verma (2017); Parthicbaraj et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritime transport: offshore support vessels</td>
<td>Maritime transport market to support of E&amp;P maritime units (OSV). The chartering of vessels of this type is the focus of this work.</td>
<td>Lopes (2011); Aguiaur (2013); Maisiuk and Gribkovskaia (2014); Arpini (2015); ABEAM (2017); Adland et al. (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritime transport: long-haul vessels</td>
<td>Long-haul shipping market, mainly related to commodities such as oil, natural gas and derivatives. Most of the publications on maritime chartering are concerned with long-haul shipping.</td>
<td>Sardis et al. (2009); Meng and Wang (2011); Dinwoodie et al. (2013); Alvarez-Sanjaieta et al. (2013a); Alvarez-Sanjaime et al. (2013b); Nomikos et al. (2013); Kavussanos et al. (2014); Özęnyirici et al. (2014); Bakkehaug et al. (2014); Pantuso et al. (2014); Adland et al. (2016); Pantuso et al. (2016); Wang et al. (2017); Siddiqui and Verma (2017); Parthicbaraj et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local charter market</td>
<td>Many countries have strong restrictions on cabotage shipping (including OSV) and, consequently, chartering market.</td>
<td>Lopes (2011); Ozer and Cetin (2012); Aguiaur (2013); Kavussanos et al. (2014); Arpini (2015); Tokacae e Özęnyirici (2016); ABEAM (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability of suppliers</td>
<td>The reliability of shipping suppliers (reputation and capacity) is a relevant aspect for charterers.</td>
<td>Ozer and Cetin (2012); Arpini (2015); Parthicbaraj et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price uncertainties</td>
<td>Volatility of prices of different types of chartering.</td>
<td>Lei and Zhou (2010); Nomikos et al. (2013); Pantuso et al. (2014); Kavussanos et al. (2014); Bakkehaug et al. (2014); Maisiuk and Gribkovskaia (2014); Di Febbraro et al.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Aspects to consider

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty of demand</td>
<td>Fagerholt et al. (2010); Hellermann et al. (2013); Hu et al. (2014); Pantuso et al. (2014); Bakkehaug et al. (2014); Nosoohi and Nookabadi (2016); Wang et al. (2017); Siddiqui and Verma (2017) [11 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chartering prices prediction</td>
<td>Nomikos et al. (2013); Kavussanos et al. (2014); Adland et al. (2016); Adland et al. (2017) [4 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of not meeting demand</td>
<td>Siddiqui and Verma (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated financial risks</td>
<td>Gomez. Padilla et al. (2009); Lei and Zhou (2010); Hellermann et al. (2013); Siddiqui and Verma (2017) [4 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimization of associated costs</td>
<td>Gomez Padilla et al. (2009); Nosoohi and Nookabadi (2016); Pantuso et al. (2014); Bakkehaug et al. (2014); Wang et al. (2017); Siddiqui and Verma (2017) [6 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimization of risks</td>
<td>Gomez Padilla et al. (2009); Lei and Zhou (2010); Hellermann et al. (2013); Hu et al. (2014); Nosoohi and Nookabadi (2016); Siddiqui and Verma (2017) [6 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of the charter contracts mix</td>
<td>Wang et al. (2017); Siddiqui and Verma (2017) [2 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix problems</td>
<td>Fagerholt et al. (2010); Meng and Wang (2011); Pantuso et al. (2014); Özpeynirci et al. (2014); Bakkehaug et al. (2014); Maisiuk and Gribkovskaia (2014); Tokcaer e Özpeynirci (2016); Pantuso et al. (2016); Di Febbraro et al. (2016); Wang et al. (2017); Siddiqui and Verma (2017); Parthibaraj et al. (2018) [12 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization under uncertainties</td>
<td>Caramia and Dell’Olmo (2008); Fagerholt et al. (2010); Bakkehaug et al. (2014); Pantuso et al. (2014); Pantuso et al. (2016); Di Febbraro et al. (2016); Wang et al. (2017); Siddiqui and Verma (2017) [8 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiobjective / multicriteria analysis</td>
<td>Caramia and Dell’Olmo (2008); Chou et al. (2010); Gomes et al. (2014); Tokcaer and Özpeynirci (2016); Özdemir and Basligil (2016) [5 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Solution approaches versus publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution approach</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative analysis</td>
<td>Analysis of the problem regarding concepts, perceptions and related theoretical and subjective aspects.</td>
<td>Lopes (2011); Ozer and Cetin (2012); Álvarez-Sanjaima et al. (2013a); Álvarez-Sanjaima et al. (2013b); Aguiar (2013); Ares (2013); Dinwoodie et al. (2013); Pantuso et al. (2014); Arpini (2015); ABEAM (2017) [9 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price modeling</td>
<td>Statistical and mathematical techniques for predicting and constructing price indices.</td>
<td>Nomikos et al. et al. (2013); Kavussanos et al. (2014); Adland et al. (2016); Adland et al. (2017) [4 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristic methods</td>
<td>Algorithms that provide solutions without a formal quality limit, generally evaluated empirically in terms of the complexity and quality of the solutions. They are often used in conjunction with other optimization methods to improve the search for solutions.</td>
<td>Caramia and Dell’Olmo (2008); Fagerholt et al. (2010); Bakkehaug et al. (2014); Wang et al. (2017); Parthibaraj et al. (2018) [5 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonlinear mixed integer programming</td>
<td>Mathematical programming (optimization) where the problem presents non-linear correlation between variables, and part of the variables</td>
<td>Siddiqui and Verma (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solution approach</strong></td>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
<td><strong>Authors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiobjective optimization</td>
<td>Optimization techniques for problems with more than one objective function.</td>
<td>Caramia and Dell’Olmo (2008); Chou et al. (2010); Özpeynirci et al. (2014); Tokcaer and Özpeynirci (2016) [4 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic programming with scenario generation</td>
<td>Dynamic programming seeks to solve the optimization problem by analyzing a sequence of problems that is simpler than the original problem. This technique can be combined with the generation of scenarios to solve problems under uncertainties (stochastic problems).</td>
<td>Fagerholt et al. (2010); Meng and Wang (2011) [2 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stochastic programming (two or multi-stage)</td>
<td>Stochastic programming seeks a solution that is balanced for all possible realizations of uncertainties. At each realization of uncertainty, more information is available, which is known as the stage.</td>
<td>Bakkehaug et al. (2014); Pantuso et al. (2016); Wang et al. (2017) [3 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation of Monte-Carlo</td>
<td>Method of statistical simulation that allows simulating a process that depends on random variables, and generates sampling experiments.</td>
<td>Fagerholt et al. (2010); Siddiqui and Verma (2017) [2 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiagent systems</td>
<td>It addresses the problem (or part of it) as a system composed of agents, which interact with each other and with the environment and are capable of autonomous actions to meet certain objectives.</td>
<td>Caramia and Dell’Olmo (2008); Sardis et al. (2009); Di Febbraro et al. (2016); Parthibaraj et al. (2018) [4 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete event simulation</td>
<td>Method for simulating the operation of a given real system by means of discrete events that take place over time. Also known as stochastic simulation, it allows the use of stochastic variables to represent the uncertainties inherent to the modeling system.</td>
<td>Maisiuk and Gribkovskaia (2014); Di Febbraro et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk analysis</td>
<td>Risk measures such as value-at-risk (VaR) and conditional value-at-risk (CVaR), can be used to represent the company's risk aversion policy.</td>
<td>Siddiqui and Verma (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicriteria Decision Analysis</td>
<td>Methods of hierarchical analysis for problems involving the choice of alternatives, which allow the use of quantitative and qualitative data, tangible or not, for the decision criteria analysis.</td>
<td>Chou et al. (2010); Gomes et al. (2014); Ozdemir and Basligil (2016) [3 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply contracts with options</td>
<td>Also called flexible supply contracts, they bring flexibility to the management of contracted products and services. The use of options reduces the risk of under-utilization and high costs due to price volatility.</td>
<td>Gomez. Padilla et al. (2009); Lei and Zhou (2010); Hellermann et al. (2013); Hu et al. (2014); Nosoohi and Nookabadi (2016); Siddiqui and Verma (2017) [6 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-approach solution</td>
<td>Methods that combine more than one approach aiming at the best solution to the problem. (Heuristic methods combined with other methods are not considered here)</td>
<td>Fagerholt et al. (2010); Di Febbraro et al. (2016); Siddiqui and Verma (2017) [3 PUBLICATIONS]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The optimization techniques were the most used solution approaches in the maritime transport problems where the aspects pointed out in Table 3 were observed. Some techniques with great potential to be used in the proposed problem were identified, such as those that consider the uncertainties in the method itself: dynamic programming with scenario generation [15], multi-stage stochastic programming [35] and two-stage stochastic programming [38]; the technique that addresses uncertainties by combining different methods: mixed integer nonlinear programming, Monte Carlo simulation, and conditional risk analysis [11]; and those that consider more than one objective in the mathematical modeling of the problem: multi-objective optimization [33-34, 36-37].

Other approaches have also been found in this type of problem: discrete event simulation [39], which, in the modeling process, considers the uncertainties of the problem through events and stochastic variables determined by probability distribution functions; and multiagent systems [33, 44-46], where the agent paradigm is used in the control process of supply and demand for chartering.

Not related to the theme maritime chartering, we searched for works on approaches to treat similar problems to the proposed one. In the literature on multicriteria decision analysis [47-49], studies were found that combine multicriteria decision with optimization and a method that allows the use of quantitative and qualitative criteria decision-making. The work on flexible supply options, or contracts of supply with options [50-54] show that the use of option contracts can minimize risks related to uncertainty of demand and charter prices.
Table 5. Number of publications by aspect (line) and solution approach (column)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chartering Problems</th>
<th>Offshore support navigation</th>
<th>Long-haul navigation</th>
<th>Local charter market</th>
<th>Reliability of suppliers</th>
<th>Price uncertainties</th>
<th>Uncertainty of demand</th>
<th>Prediction of charter prices</th>
<th>Risk of not meeting demand</th>
<th>Associated financial risks</th>
<th>Minimization of associated costs</th>
<th>Minimization of risks</th>
<th>Optimization of charter contracts mix</th>
<th>Mix problem</th>
<th>Optimization under uncertainties</th>
<th>Multiobjective / multicriteria analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative analysis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price modeling</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristic/ metaheuristic methods</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonlinear mixed integer programming</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiobjective optimization</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic programming with scenario generation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stochastic programming (two or multi-stage)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation of Monte-Carlo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiagent systems</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation by discrete events</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk analysis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicriteria decision analysis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply contracts with options</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-approach solution</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. CONCLUSIONS

The optimization of the mix of charter contracts (types, quantities and duration) for fleet renewal, subject to uncertainty conditions related to the company (variation of demand) and to the market (variation of charter prices) is a problem of combinatorial optimization under uncertainties, difficult to be treated mathematically and computationally.

The objective of this research was to search the literature for possible solutions to the problem. In the area of maritime transport, there is great interest in issues such as fleet sizing and ship routing. On maritime chartering, most of the work is concerned with the formation and behavior of charter prices. In fact, this is a very relevant topic for the problem presented, but it is only one aspect to be considered. The article by Siddiqui and Verma [11] was the only work found on the optimal composition of charter contracts, which, as shown in the previous section, addresses several aspects but also presents important differences in relation to the problem studied.

The analysis of the characteristics of the problem and its envelopment and the findings of the literature review indicate that the construction of a solution multi-approach method is the best way to treat the complexity of this problem.

A qualitative approach is necessary for the preliminary analysis of the decision criteria and the information for the planning of the experiments. Multicriteria decision-making techniques were found that allow the use of qualitative and quantitative decision criteria. The demand to be met and the related uncertainties must be addressed at its three levels: number of E&P UMs, which is a function of the company's plans for the future; consumption pattern of each type of UM; and, lastly, the number of vessels required, resulting from the two previous levels. The pricing prediction of the various types of charter is also fundamental for the choice of the mix of contracts. The search for methods of quality prediction is a subject much discussed in the literature. There is a consensus that this is not an easy task, especially for offshore support vessel markets, where local shipping restrictions and vessel diversity are considerable. Finally, for the decision of the optimal mix of charter contracts, considering the uncertainties related to the variables, several approaches and techniques with potential of use was identified, such as those that consider the uncertainties in the own method (dynamic programming with scenario generation, stochastic programming of two and several stages); those that consider more than one objective in the mathematical modeling of the problem (multiobjective optimization); and those that address uncertainties by combining with other methods (simulation, multi-agent systems, conditional risk analysis). The first two generally have good results, but they require great computational power when applied to very complex problems. In the combined methods, the processing capacity is mitigated by the greater flexibility of modeling. On the other hand, computational modeling and implementation are more laborious.

As a future work, it is suggested: (a) the study of price prediction techniques and the characteristics of a local market for offshore support vessels (prices, related variables, regulations, etc.) aiming at the development of a predictive model for this Marketplace; and (b) a more in-depth analysis of the solutions found in this work, aiming at the development of a multi-approach method that combines quantitative approaches with qualitative analysis approaches to adequately address the complexity of the problem.
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